Abstract
The console logs generated by an application contain information that the developers believed would be useful in debugging or monitoring the application. Despite the ubiquity and large size of these logs, they are rarely exploited because they are not readily machine-parsable.

We propose a novel approach for mining this source of information for system problem detection. We first combine log parsing and text mining with source code analysis to extract structure from the console logs. We then generate features from the structured information in order to detect anomalous patterns in the logs using a method based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Finally, we use a decision tree to distill the detection results to a format readily understandable by domain experts (e.g., developers, integrators and operators) who need not be familiar with the anomaly detection algorithms. The whole process requires no human intervention.

We evaluate our approach in two real-world systems, including Hadoop File System and Darkstar, an online game server, all of which produce accurate and easy to understand detection results.

In the talk, I will highlight the major points in console long mining as well as the new progress of doing the analysis on streaming logs.
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